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IHTROBUCTXOH 

The purpose of this investigation was to determine the heat ca¬ 

pacities and heats ana temperatures of all phase transitions of the 

two compounds, l,2,3-triiaethy31)ensene (hemiiaellitene) and 1,3,5-tri- 

methylbenzene (mesitylene) and from these data, to calculate their 

entropies. 

The mean heat capacity over a short temperature interval is usu¬ 

ally a good approximation of the differential heat capacity at the 

mean temperature of the interval. Higher order corrections to this 

approximation can he determined from the trend of mean heat capaci¬ 

ties with temperature* 

For a temperature range over which the heat capacity, C, is a 

continuous function of temperature, the entropy change is given by 

In practice, heat capacity measurements usually extend down to about 

15°K. Below this temperature the two parameter Debye heat capacity 

equation is used. The constants are determined from the several lowest 

C d In T 
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temperature beat capacities. Bie change of entropy for passing through 

a first order transition is given by 

££ 
m 
m > 

where is the reversible heat of the transition at its temperature, 

T. Ittth the aid of the third las/ of thermodynamics, one concludes 

that the calorimetrically determined entropy is 

Sfjl » C d In 2 
% 

She entropy of the compound in the ideal gas state can then be 

calculated and serves as a test of the validity of statistical calcu¬ 

lations of the ideal gas entropy, which are based on an assumed geo¬ 

metric configuration of the molecule end the proper assignment of 

force constants 
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II 

APPARATUS 

A. CEI0S2A2 

She cryostat is of the Eucken-Giauque type. A number of changes 

in the details have been mode to iraprove the accuracy or convenience 

of its use* In general terns., this type consists of a sample container 

which has provision for thermometers and an electrical heater. Ells 

unit is surrounded by a massive copper block: which provides an adjust¬ 

able nearly constant temperature environment. She block is contained 

in a high vacuum can, which in turn is suspended in a deuar. She 

final version used in this investigation is pictured in cross section 

in Figure 1 and is further described below* 

$he outside can is a section of brass tubing forty-eight Indies 

long and seven and one-half inches in diameter, which is provided 

with a bottom end plate silver soldered into place. A large "Pyrene” 

dawar which fits inside this cylinder is used as a container for the 

refrigerant licjuid* 

She lid to the outer can is soldered into place with Wood’s metal 

during final assembly. Mounted on this plate is a plexiglass window 

for viewing (with the aid of lights inside) the refrigerant level in 

the dewar. Five tubes pass through the lid and are soldered to it. 

®iey are (a) a three-quarter inch inconel tube down the axis to serve 



os a support and pumping line for the inner can or vacuum chamber, 

(b) a small monel sample tube (with a heater winding) passing into 

the inner can to alien? distillation of materials into the sample con¬ 

tainer, (c) a short monel tube closed by a wax vacuum seal through 

xaiieh pass the electrical leads to the refrigerant space, (d) a one- 

quarter inch tube to the bottom of the dewar for introducing and ex¬ 

pelling the refrigerant, and (e) a three-quarter inch brass tube with 

a tee for pimping on the refrigerant. The upper end of the axial in¬ 

conel tube is attached to the glass vacuum system by means of a House¬ 

keeper seal. The leads to the high vacuum space are brought into the 

axial tube through an "Apiezon-U" wax seal. 

The aforementioned inner can is a brass cylinder closed on the 

lower end. It is provided with an asbestos covered "Chraael" heater 

winding. The lid to this can is permanently attached to the lower 

end of the pumping line. A soft solder Joint between the lid and an 

annular well on the upper rim of the can provides access to the high 

vacuum space. A horizontal plate in the upper portion of the vacuum 

chamber is attached to the lid by three brass rods. The incoming 

leads are bound to a doughnut shaped spool which is intimately attached 

to the horizontal plate. Eds spool provides a heat sink for the 

leads. 

A massive copper block in the fora of a hollow cylinder is hung 

from the horizontal plates by nylon cords. During the Investigation 
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on I*2*3~trimethy2i>en3ene* a block similar to that described by Johnson 

(l) was used but was then discarded because (a) the screw threads did 

not provide sufficiently good thermal contact between the upper and 

lower portions* (b) rapid heating was not practical because of gass¬ 

ing of all the hsater-to-block cements tried* (c) it had insufficient 

heat capacity at very low temperatures* mid {&) assembly and disassem¬ 

bly were difficult* The new block* described below, is superior in 

every my. 

She new block consists of three major parts: tile lower section* 

which includes a heater winding and its heater winding sheath; the 

top* which includes assembly screws and supporting hooks; and a steel 

plug* which fits into the top and through which insulated coper studs 

pass* 

The min body of the lower section is made so that a heater winding 

of no.. 24* cotton covered constantan wire cemented in place with General 

Electric ’’Formex” cement is covered by a sheath made of copper tubing 

four inches in diameter* This tube is carefully soft soldered to 

tile block at each end. The heater leads are brought out through a 

glass-t o-metal vacuum seal* The enclosed winding, which has a resist¬ 

ance of sixty-five ohms* is caapletely isolated from the vacuum space. 

A large portion of the thick top is hollowed out and filled with 

lead in order to provide more heat capacity at very low temperatures. 

A large diameter tapered joint between the upper and lower sections 
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assures good thermal contact. Nine boles ore drilled forty degrees 

apart Into the top of the block. Three are used for hooks by vhich 

the block is supported, three are used with screws which tap into 

the lower section for use when assembling the block, and the other 

three are tapped for screws for use in disassembling the block. 

The leads from the spool whieh go to the sezroie container are 

brought into good thermal contact with the block by means of a lead* 

in plug. This steel plug which is about one inch in disaster makes 

a tight matched taper fit into an axial hole through the top of the 

block. It is provided with a one-quarter inch hole on axis surrounded 

by ten radially symmetric vertical holes into each of which is cemented 

a three inch length of no. 12, cotton covered wire. These studs form 

satisfactory soldering terminals for the fine leads fram. the sample 

container. 

An external control panel for the service heaters and lights sup¬ 

plies the proper alternating current voltages along with the necessary 

switching and timing controls. 

When it is necessary to disassemble the apparatus, the glass 

high vacuum line is cut, the Wood’s metal joint is unsoldered, and 

the inner components are lifted from the dewar by means of a block 

and tackle 
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B. SAMPIS COMAUJER MB EEA33BR 

The sample container is suspended frcsa the underside of the block 

fcy fine nylon thread loops* It consists of a thin vailed copper cyl¬ 

inder (1 l/2" die, by 2 3A") with caps soldered on each end. Silver 

soldered to the top cap are tiro identical copper veils extending the 

full length of the cylinder to accasESOdate a platinum resistance themcrn- 

eter and a heater* Thin copper discs, located one-sixth of an inch 

apart, are soldered to the walls and the two veils to provide good 

thermal conductivity throughout. Two diametrically opposite holes in 

the bottom cap are used for filling and removing the sample; the final 

seal is. effected by low melting indium-tin solder* A thin coating 

of “Apieson-B” vacuum grease on the thermometer and heater insures 

good heat contact to their respective veils* A monolayer vlnding of 

no. 36, enamel covered copper wire over moat of the cylindrical sur¬ 

face between the caps serves as a surface thermometer. Its roesa tem¬ 

perature resistance is about sixty-five ohms. Over the surface of 

the surface thermometer is a layer of aluminum foil; both are bound 

into place with General Electric no. 7031 cement. 

She heating element of the sample container consists of a single 

layer winding of no. 36, enamel covered maagsnin vine, bound to a 

slim brass spool with General Electric no. 7031 cement. The spool 

is fully encased by a two and three-quarter inch length of platinum 

tubing soldered in place at each end with indium-tin solder. The 



two leads are "brought out by two terminal studs through small holes 

in the top of the spool* The studs are short lengths of platinum 

wire insulated from the spool by bonded soft glass. The resistance 

of the heater at room temperature is 1^5 ohms and drops slowly to 

about 130 ohms at very low temperatures. Each of the two leads from 

the heater to the block plug consists of three one inch strands of 

0.0028 inch platinum wire terminated on each end by a small ball of 

platinum. 

It has been a common practice in the past in precision calorim¬ 

etry to use a resistance thermometer both as a thermometer and as 

a heater. The very characteristics which make a platinum resistance 

thermometer a good temperature measuring device are undesirable in 

a good heater. Heat can flow from the platinum winding only by gas 

conduction within the thermometer; consequently, the winding rapidly 

overheats during the first few seconds of a heating period resulting 

in a sharp increase in its resistance. During the remainder of the 

heating period the resistance continues to increase, but at a slower 

rate* This changing resistance makes an accurate determination of 

the energy dissipated difficult. The alloy heater described above 

has greatly reduced these undesirable effects; in addition, the ther¬ 

mometer is usable even during an energy input making quality heating 

curves possible. 
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C. THERMOMETER 

The platinum resistance thermometer used in this investigation 

has been described by Johnson (1)* The platinum element is in the form 

of a double helix wound strain-free on a mica cross which is encased 

in a platinum thimble. The four leads are brought out through a soft 

glass seal. Its laboratory designation is 100-1 end its nominal re¬ 

sistance at room temperature is one hundred Ohms. The constants of 

the International Temperature Scale equation were established over 

the 90°K to 400*K range by Johnson in 1951 utilising the following 

four fixed points: the freezing point of a calibrated cell of ben¬ 

zoic acid, the triple point of water, the triple point of nitrous 

oxide, and the boiling point of oxygen. A second thermometer, 100-2, 

was calibrated in this region but was not used as its equation constants 

lay outside limits prescribed for the International Temperature Scale. 

Below 90°K the temperature versus resistance scale of 100-1 was 

established by direct comparison with a Leeds and Iiorthrup Company 

twenty-five ohm platinum resistance thermometer which had recently 

been calibrated over the range 10°K to 400*K by the Rational Bureau 

of Standards. About thirty-five comparisons below 90°K were obtained, 

and frcm these a plot of the difference of R/RQ for 100-1 and R/RQ 

for the Leeds and Iiorthrup thermometer versus the resistance of the 

Leeds and iiorthrup thermometer at each comparison temperature was 

made. RQ for a thermometer is its resistance at 0°C. From a smooth 
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curve through this plot and the calibration of the Leeds and Horthrup 

thermometer, the temperature-resistance relation for thermaseter 100-1 

■was determined. The comparisons were extended tip to room teraperature 

and a smooth curve through a plot of the difference between the tem¬ 

perature indicated by 100-1 with its old calibration and the tempera¬ 

ture as indicated by the Leeds and Horthrup thermometer versus the 

comparison temperature served as a correction curve on 100-1* The 

correction varied smoothly from 0.000°K at the triple point of water 

and near the oxygen boiling point to -0.010eK near the nitrous oxide 

point* Since the triple point of water is the best calibration point 

and since data given later shows agreement to within 0.001°K on the 

triple point of 1,2,3-trimethylbensene for runs two years apart, 

thermometer 100-1 is apparently quite stable* 

The actual comparisons tiers carried out in the cryostat using 

a special sasple container with wells for each thermometer. It is 

similar to the sample container already described except that tire 

sample space has been reduced to an axially located one-half inch 

tube and that the rest of the space in the one and one-half inch shell 

has been filled with lead* The lead provides the necessary low tem¬ 

perature heat capacity for smaller drifts as well as a good metallic 

path between the wells* The sample space is connected to the cryostat 

sample distillation tube so that the vapor pressure of the calibrating 

substance can be observed on a large bore external manometer. 
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®ae potential leads for the thermometer were each composed of an 

Inch length of 0.0028 inch platinum wire with a 0*030 inch hall of 

platinum on each end* The current leads vere made of no, 40 msnganin 

wire "with silver solder halls* 

The resistance of the thermometer could he determined to better 

than 0*0003 ohm* Above 90°K the precision and estimated accuracy of 

temperature determinations are 0*001* and 0.002% respectively* These 

limits increase at lower temperatures until at 20°K, they are 0*004° 

end 0*01°. Temperature differences, of course, could he determined 

more accurately* 

All the temperatures determined in this research are given on 

liie absolute scale. Below 90°K they are on the thermodynamic scale 

to the accuracy it is known; above 90*IC the temperature given is 

273.l60°K plus the International Scale centigrade temperature. 

D, POTEHHOMS2EH3 AND STANDARDS 

All high precision voltage measurements were made with a heeds 

and Itortkrup 0*1 volt White Double Potentiometer used in conjunction 

with a sensitive galvanometer and long optical beam* A precision 

of better than tO.l microvolt may he realized with this apparatus* 

A Leeds and llorthrup model 8662 portable potentiometer was used 

to fiigfcg less precise voltage measurements continuously and simultane¬ 

ously with the primary readings. Specifically, it was used to follow 
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the surface tesroerature of the sample container during each heat of 

transition while energy measurements were being made on the double 

potentiometer. Shis portable potentiometer has a precision of about 

t0»02 millivolt oh the 0 to Oo millivolt range* Becently it has been 

used in conjunction with a Leeds end Uorthrup MSpeedcmaxw elect ionic 

strip chart recording potentiometer* Ibis recorder has a range of 

0 to 10 millivolt, a response of one second full scale, ana a preci¬ 

sion of about +0.1 millivolt* In use the combination is arranged 

in series such that the portable potentiometer supplies a bucking 

voltage which is adjusted 0 to 10 mv* below the potential being meas¬ 

ured* She difference is recorded directly on the "Speedcmax” record¬ 

er* The change of the potential drop across the surface thermometer 

during the measurement of a heat of transition is less than ten milli¬ 

volts so no second operator is required. Similarly, complete time- 

temperature heating or cooling curves may be obtained using the in¬ 

ternal thermometer and only occasional attention is inquired. 

Thre unsaturated, cadmium standard cells manufactured by the 

Eppley Laboratories and calibrated in IQhJ by the national Bureau 

of Standards have been used as the voltage standards in this investi¬ 

gation. Two of these were recalibrated in 1952. One is used with 

the White potentiometer; the other two are used for comparison with 

it. Accuracy of the standard cells is not particularly necessary 

when a resistance is being determined because the ratio of two poten- 
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tials is involvedj however, it is a factor in the power measurements 

which depend on the product of tiro measurements. The estimated error 

in the standard cell is less than one part in 20,000. 

Four Leeds and Korthrup standard resistors, nominally 0.1, 1.0, 

100, and 1000 ohm, were used as primary standards. These resistors 

have been calibrated by the national Bureau of Standards and period¬ 

ically have been intercomparedj no significant changes have been ob¬ 

served. The other high stability resistors of the power and tempera¬ 

ture circuits have been calibrated against these standards. The tem¬ 

perature compensation curve for the one hundred ohm resistor in the 

temperature measuring circuit was determined for use during precision 

temperature determinations* An accuracy of 0.01 per cent is certi¬ 

fied for the calibration of the standard resistors. 

E. TEMPERATUKE MEASURES'} CIRCUIT 

The circuit used to measure the thermometer resistance is given 

in Figure 2. Three working currents are readily available by using 

a three position multi gang switch which introduces the current limit¬ 

ing resistor along with its proper calibrated current measuring re¬ 

sistor. Ms arrangement provides 0.3, 1*0, and 5*0 mi 111 amps re work¬ 

ing currents. The one milliampere position is most often used. At 

very low temperatures the five mi 111 ampere position is used in order 

to improve the precision. Since the resistance of the thermometer 
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is a small part of tbs battery load, the current changes little as 

the temperature changes. She other position was provided primarily 

for use with the sulfur boiling point calibration. A resistor may 

be inserted at the jumper shown in order to lower the current when 

the thermometer resistance la slightly over one hundred ohms* 

IZhen the surface thermometer is in use, it is connected in series 

with the platinum resistance thermometer. 

P. POKER MEASURE® CIRCUIT 

The schematic of the power circuit is presented in Figure 2* 

The operation of the trigger relay, which determines precisely the 

current flow interval, is discussed in the next section. The heating 

current is supplied by a bank of Edison cells. Three calibrated volt¬ 

age divider ratios ore available to allot'/ the measurement of the poten¬ 

tial for the various rates of power input at near full potentiometer 

sensitivity. Usually a one ohm current-measuring resistor is used, 

but it is replaced by the one-tenth ohm standard for currents over 

100 taa. At very low temperatures, where the power input for a heat 

capacity is very low, it is convenient to insert a 250 ohm resistor 

in the heater circuit. 

It is necessary to correct the measured energy input for the 

heat dissipated in the heater leads. It can be shown that half this 

heat will go to the sample container and half to the block. This 
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temperature dependent factor varies from 1.00000 at 20®K to 0.29337 

at 300* K. A small temperature dependent correction factor to the 

voltage divider ratio is necessary, due to the fact part of its no. 

28 copper leads into the calorimeter is cooled. On the *'2Kn position, 

for example, this factor is 0.99975 at 20°K and 1.00000 at 300°K. 

Energy measurements are good to better than one part in 10,000. 

This uncertainty stems almost entirely from the uncertainty in the 

voltage of the standard cell. 

The unit of energy for this research is the defined calorie (l 

calorie = 4.18401 absolute joules). 

F. TTME MEASUREMENT 

In order to accurately determine the electrical energy dissipated 

in the heater, it is necessary to know the precise time interval of 

current flow. 

A modification of the method used by Johnson (l) is used. This 

involves the use of voltage pulses precisely one second apart in con¬ 

junction with an electronic trigger circuit and very fast-acting micro- 

relays, such that any selected pulse can be made to start the power 

input automatically and any later pulse can be selected to stop it. 

Johnson used the standard time signals broadcast by radio station WWV. 

Biis method is quite satisfactory when the signal is strong and clearj 

however, the signal often is of insufficient strength on any channel. 



And too* static can misfire the trigger circuit. Consequently* a 

mors reliable means to get the one second voltage pulses was sought. 

The "block diagram of all the components is shorn in Figure 3* 

In this investigation* time pulses were derived from a high-qual¬ 

ity* invar pendulum clock manufactured "by the Standard Electric Time 

Company. Automatic winding every few minutes keeps the driving force 

of the weights nearly constant. With the pendulum at rest center* a 

beam of light is sharply focused upon a narrow shutter which is attach¬ 

ed to the end of the boh. This shutter consists of a small brass rod 

about 0.030 inch in diameter by three-quarters inch long. The light 

level on a partially hooded phototube directly behind the shutter 

abruptly changes each second as the pendulum passes through center. 

A three tube resistance coupled amplifier delivers a very sharp volt¬ 

age pulse for use with the trigger circuit and on audible click through 

a speaker. The fifty-ninth second beat of each minute is blanked 

out by mcsnentsrily grounding the grid of the last stage of the ampli¬ 

fier by means of a hairspring switch mounted on the second hand of 

the clock. Thus the initial pulse of each minute is readily identi¬ 

fied. Since power is introduced for an integral number of minutes* 

the small* but determinable* even-odd error is eliminated. 

The Eccles-Jordan trigger circuit* which has been presented sche¬ 

matically by Johnson (l)* has been slightly modified. The plate cur¬ 

rent resistors have been changed to 20*000 ohm* 10 watt wire-ground 
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unite to improve the stability of the circuit* An input selector 

snitch, which permits triggering with either IJNV or the clock, and 

a by-pass switch for the heater current to the dummy heater were in¬ 

stalled. 

Tiro solenoid operated clutch, type stop clocks (Standard Electric 

Time Company models S-60 and S-l) are operated by a second micro-re- 

ley in the trigger circuit* These are sixty cycle electric clocks 

for which the start-stop error is less than five milliseconds* The 

S-60, with a one minute sweep and sixty minute accumulator, is use¬ 

ful for monitoring power Inputs. The S-l, with a one second sweep 

and one minute accumulator allows one to ascertain to within a few 

milliseconds the error in the clock compared to WWV. Tiro such obser¬ 

vations a short time apart allow the determination of the error in 

the rate of the clock whereupon proper adjustments may be made* Crude 

adjustments are effected by changing the bob height while fine final 

adjustment is accomplished by adding or removing small weights from 

an aluminum disc shelf mounted on the pendulum about ten inches be¬ 

low the fulcrum, regulation to better than five seconds a month is 

readily possible. 

The errors in the micro-relay used to start and stop the heater 

current were determined using a 3k Mont 256-3) triggered-sweep oscil¬ 

loscope. The set of contacts closing to the calorimeter heater re¬ 

quired precisely 2.0 milliseconds to elose after the pulse to the 
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trigger circuit was applied and required 0»h Billisecond to open. 

This correction amounts to only 0.0003 per cent on a ten minute in¬ 

terval. Incidentally, the three other available contact pairs showed 

1.6 t 0.1 milliseconds more delay on closing than on opening* Response 

time of the electronic "flip-flop" circuit is less than three micro¬ 

seconds* 



Figure 1 

CRYOSTAT 
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Figure 2 



Figure 3 

TIMING CIRCUIT 
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III 

EXSEHBSEHm 

A. PROCEDURE 

Sie sample and sane dry helira gas (for heat conductivity) ire re 

sealed into the weighted sample container and the cryostat was reas¬ 

sembled* After a satisfactory vacuum was attained* time-temperature 

cooling curves were run to indicate approximate heats and temperatures 

of any transitions which night occur* Heating curves were run where 

deemed necessary* Foint-by-po±nt plotting of sudi curves is labor** 

ious* requiring nearly constant attention for extended periods* The 

method of using automatic recording of the temperature of idle sample 

against time was devised when the need arose for a number of these 

curves on the various metastable phases of 1*3, 5-trlmethylbensene. 

Ehe heat capacity of the sample is determined frcea the difference 

of the heat capacity of the full container and the corresponding heat 

capacity of the empty container* The following method was used to 

measure heat capacities. Exe sample and block are cooled (usually 

by means of liquid nitrogen in the dewar and a few millimeters of 

helium in the vacuum chamber) to the desired starting temperature* 

With a suitable vacuum and idle block adjusted to a temperature about 

xaidwey in the planned temperature interval* the sample container will 

exhibit a slew? smooth upward drift in temperature. Ex© temperature 
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(actually the potential drop across the thermometer) is recorded every 

minute for about ten minutes, and then energy is introduced at such 

a rate to give the desired temperature rise (usually six to twelve 

degrees) in about ten minutes. During this period, the heating cur¬ 

rent end the potential drop across the heater are measured according 

to a predetermined pattern, The energy introduced is calculated by 

Gaussian integration, details of which are given by Johnson (l}« 

After the energy input, the thermometer current is read and then drift 

is again followed. The heat capacity at the mean temperature is given 

by £21where M* is the net heat absorbed from all sources caus¬ 

ing the temperature rise, AT*, It can he shown that, through first 

order corrections, a more usable form is equivalent. In thin form, 

AH/AT, tiia £H represents the electrical energy put in, and AT is the 

difference in the initial and final temperatures both extrapolated 

to the midpoint of the heating interval* Usually the drift is linear 

within experimental errors under seme conditions it is quadratic. 

But in any case the proper extrapolation is along the observed drift 

path (see Appendix)* Quadratic drifts arise in two different ways. 

One cause is a significant drift sate in the block temperature; this 

can be controlled by keeping the vacuum can near the block temperature. 

Hence, it is never a factor except at extremely low temperatures where 

the heat capacity of the block is small and the supply of liquid hy¬ 

drogen refrigerant is limited, Hie other cause of quadratic drift 
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arises near room temperature and is present here because, with the 

inci-easing radiation losses, the drift is a larger percentage of the 

temperature head. 

Hie measurements necessary for the determination of a heat of 

transition differ little from those necessary for a teat capacity, 

out the calculation is more involved. She surface temperature is 

followed continuously throughout the run and is used in determining 

the radiation teat correction. 

Transition temperatures are measured by introducing that heat 

which will convert about one fourth of the sample to the high tempera¬ 

ture phase. Adiabatic conditions are maintained by keeping the block 

at the sample temperature. Several determinations of the temperature 

at this heat content are made to insure that equilibrium is attained. 

Qhe procedure is repeated at about three otter temperatures progres¬ 

sively further through the transition until about three fourths of 

the loir temperature phase is converted. 

B. SAMPLES 

Both samples used in this investigation were furnished through 

the kindness of Dr. F. D. Bossini and the American Petroleum Institute 

Research Project 4k. The impurity was stated to be 0.010 t 0.009 

mole percent in the cample of 1,2,3-t rimethylbenzene and 0.0k i 0.02 

mole percent in the sample of 1,3, 5 ~t rimethylbenzene. For this in- 
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vestigation 0*35763 mole of l,2,3-trlmethylben2ene and 0.28836 mole 

of 1,3,5-trimethyIbenzene were used* Each sample weight was derived 

from the average of the weight change on filling and on emptying. 

Agreement in the first case was to within 0.007 gram; in the latter 

case, 0*001 gram. The molecular weight of each is taken to he 120*186. 

C. 1, 2, 3-’EKO^®inEEl'52EKE 

1. Heat Capacities 

Johnson (l) investigated 1,2,3-trimethyIbenzene from 74®K to 

room temperature* Originally it was planned to complete the low tem¬ 

perature measurements on this compound and to investigate certain 

anomalous behavior in the higher temperature region, The scope of 

this investigation gradually grew until the complete thermal pattern 

was redetermined* 

One fusion and two transitions have been observed for 1,2,3-bri- 

methylbenaene. For the purpose of discussing the phases and transi¬ 

tions, the following names, in the order of decreasing temperature, 

have been adopted: liquid, fusion, solid X, transition Z, solid IX, 

transition XX, and solid XXX. In addition, each particular transi¬ 

tion heat (or temperature) determination is designated by an identi¬ 

fying symbol. For instance, "Temp, of I (Be)" refers to the third 

determination of the temperature of transition I by this investigator 

(B). Similarly, "Heat of F(Ab)" refers to the second determination 
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of the heat of fusion derived from data of Johnson (A). 

An analysis of the errors involved indicates that above 270°K 

heat capacities should have a precision of better than 0.3 percent. 

At extremely lew temperatures the precision should he better than one 

percent and the probable error less than three percent* In the inter¬ 

mediate region a precision of better than 0.03 percent and a probable 

accuracy of better than 0.1 percent should be realised. 

The heat capacity data for all phases are listed in Table 1 in 

the chronological order of their determinations. In tills table a 

space indicates a break in the series of measurements. Also indicated 

are the various temperature and heat determinations for the transi¬ 

tions as they occurred. 

As may be seen fresa a plot of these data in Figure k9 the scatter 

in the 210°K to 250*K region exceeds that predicted. Ibis scatter, 

which is more pronounced on solid I than on the other phases, is be¬ 

lieved to be a fault of the compound; no such scatter in this region 

occurred on the heat capacities of liquid 1,3* 5-trimetliylbensene. 

A plausible cause of this scatter is that final conversion from one 

phase to another is slow. This is borne out in the case of solid I, 

inasmuch as heat capacities of any solid I which was obtained by just 

freezing the liquid were much smoother than heat capacities of tile 

solid I obtained by heating solid II. 

A premalting correction has been applied to the solid I heat 
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capacities* Bie premelting equation is derived from tile thenaodynsmic 

equation for the lowering of the freezing point by a liquid-soluble, 

solid-insoluble impurity and accounts for any prefusion heat which 

lias occurred in the heat capacity interval, ^T. (The corrected heat 

capacities "for the pure sample" probably should lie on a smooth, 

nearly straight curve; and in practice, that impurity which best ac¬ 

complishes this smoothing is used. Hie impurity calculated from the 

premalting for 1,2,3-t rime thylbenzene was 0.013 sole percent. 

Since oft lines the observed heat capacity curve in the region 

approaching a solid-solid transition bows sharply upward in a fashion 

similar to the observed bow upward near the fusion, it has been a 

cession practice to apply a pretransition correction, the form of which 

is the same as that used for prefusion. It is not felt that this 

practice is proper since, to be thermodynamically correct, it is ne¬ 

cessary to assume an impurity which is soluble only in the higher 

temperature phase and that equilibrium with respect to distribution 

of this impurity is rapidly attained. Ho such corrections have been 

applied to these heat capacity regions. 

Ihe heat capacity data of Johnson hove been recalculated and 

are also presented in Figure t. Ihe recalculation removed several 

systematic errors and the pretransition correction which had been 

applied to solid II and solid III. A small error in the calculation 

of the power factor and in the handling the heat capacity of the 
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helium resulted in raisins all heat capacities quoted about 0.1 per¬ 

cent. In addition, all solid II and solid I heat capacities required 

a sample weight different from the one ■which had been used. 

The discrepancy between the two investigations in the liquid re¬ 

gion ms not fully accounted for. In part it is believed due to the 

fact that Johnson used unduly large temperature Intervals for the 

empty sample container heat capacities in this temperature range. 

She molal heat capacities at rounded temperatures from 20°K to 

300°K are listed in Table 2. These were read from the smooth curve 

of a large-scale plot of the data. 

2. Temperatures of the Fusion and the Transitions 

As listed in the thermal behavior pattern already given, 1,2,3- 

trimathylbenzene ms found to have two crystalline transitions between 

18°X and its triple point. 

For a particular transition, a plot of equilibrium temperature 

versus reciprocal fraction melted will be a straight line if the im¬ 

purity is present in loir concentration and is high temperature phase 

soluble-low temperature phase insoluble and if distribution equilib¬ 

rium is reached. These conditions are not likely to be met in the 

case of a solid-solid transition, and indeed, such a plot in this 

case is quite bowed. She intercept of the straight line on the ordi¬ 

nate at 1.0 (100 percent melted) corresponds to the melting point 

temperature of the actual sample, while the intercept at 0.0 repre- 
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sents tlie malting point ths sample would have xrere it pure* In the 

fusion determinations in this investigation, this latter intercept 

ia reported as the triple point of the pure substance. 

Two determinations of the triple point of 1,2,3-trhrtethylbenzene 

are summarized in Table 3* Agreement to uitliin 0.001® on the extrapo¬ 

lated temperature is indicated and the best value is 247*809 - 0.002°K. 

The impurity, -which is calculated frcei the slope of the straight line, 

was determined to he 0.022 t 0.002 mole percent on both runs. Johnson* o 

(1) data extrapolate to 247.808°K with a slope indicating an impurity 

of 0.011 t 0.002 mole percent. Soane contmnination of the sample lias 

taken place since it was removed from Johnson* s sample container. 

The impurity calculated from premelting (0.013 male percent) does not 

precisely agree with that calculated from sharpness of melting (0.022 

mole percent). This suggests the presence of a solid-soluble impurity; 

and therefore, the total impurity may be somewhat larger than either 

of these two results. 

The data on the temperature of transition I are given in Table 

4. This transition appears to supercool and superheat, and it is dif¬ 

ficult to stop in it. The most successful technique used was to ad¬ 

just the sample to a temperature slightly below 230® K and then intro¬ 

duce the first energy increment at the full rate of power available. 

Overheating in the neighborhood of the heater allowed seme conversion 

to begin before a total heat content sufficient for complete conver- 
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sicn was reached. later block thennocouple calibrations indicated 

that the block was held somewhat too warm, This factor was taken 

into account in detemLning the percentage converted to the high tem¬ 

perature phase. For each of the three runs a value (obtained from 

a reasonable curve through a temperature versus fraction melted plot 

of the data) at 50 percent converted is quoted. The best value is 

a weighted mean of the three dete mi nations and is 230,27 t 0.06®K. 

Johnson's value (230.4 t 1.0°K) was obtained from a consideration 

of the cooling and heating curves. 

The temperature of transition IX data are given in Table 5. 

No tendency for this transition to superheat was observed* Bun II 

(Ba) lasted a total of six hours and the temperature quoted is the 

average of several taken at each heat content. From a smooth curve 

through these data the temperature.for 50 percent conversion was de¬ 

termined. The best value is 218,70 t 0.03*K. This uncertainty is 

not the uncertainty at the interpolated 50 percent reading, but is 

a larger uncertainty which includes most of the observed temperatures. 

The data of Johnson are also included in the table along with the 

interpolated temperature at 50 percent conversion; this temperature 

(218,69®) is in agreement with the results above. 

3. Heats of Fusion and Transitions 

Ordinarily the greatest cause of scatter in a heat of transition 

determination is the uncertainty in the radiation correction, which 
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is derived frca the block and sample temperatures and the "radiation'1 

constant, A second cause of scatter on this compound is the irre- 

producibility of the heat capacities in the transition region, This 

latter uncertainty could mount to as much as three cal./mole on 

a typical heat of fusion determination as based on the possible ex¬ 

tremes of the heat capacity curve for solid I. 

She prefusion heat above the initial starting temperature till 

be included in any heat of fusion determination since it lias been 

taken off the heat capacities themselves ^ however, any prefusion 

heat occurring below this initial temperature till not be experimen¬ 

tally detected for this particular determination and oust be calcu¬ 

lated. 

The mold heats of fusion of 1,2,3-trdmetbylbensene are given 

in Table 6* Along with the three new determinations are two recal¬ 

culated determinations of Johnson. The recalculated values were 

based on Johnson* 3 heat input, pretransition heat, and temperature 

interval, but involved using the latest heat capacity curves. The 

best value for the heat of fusion frca this research was taken as 

the mean of the five determinations and is 1955*1 * 2*0 calories. 

Tie mold heats of the transitions at 230.27°K ana 218.70®K 

are given in Tables 7 and 8, respectively. In these tobies the re- 
Johrt$0ft$ 

calculated "BHJ Determinations" were derived frem^data with the ex¬ 

ception, as above, that the sample heat capacities used were taken 
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entirely from the recent determinations« The best value for the 

beat of transition I is 319*3 t 3*0 caloriesj this value is the arith¬ 

metic mean of all the determinations« She heat value for the beat 

of transition 21 is 157A 4 3*0 calories; this value is the mean ob¬ 

tained by giving half weight to runs Ac and Ad* Each of these two 

runs began so near the temperature of the transition that there is 

an undue amount of uncertainty in the initial heat capacity* 

A run wat3 made through both transitions at one time in order 

to check the sum of the two heats for consistency* This determina¬ 

tion gave a total of 474.2 i 7*0 cal./mole* 'Hie radiation heat over 

this long interval was the cause of the large uncertainty quoted* 

The sum of the two "best values” is 476.7 t 4.0 so the agreement 

•was considered to be quite satisfactory. 

4. Discussion of Results 

Experimental heat capacities of 1,2,3~trimsthylbensenc have not 

been reported prior to the measurements in this laboratory. Several 

investigators have reported data on the various transition proper¬ 

ties. Values of the temperature and heat of fusion as taken from 

the recent literature are summarized in Sable 9 along with the re¬ 

sults from this investigation. Mair and Schicktonz (2) were the 

first to isolate the compound from petroleum, and they determined 

tlie freezing point from a slow cooling curve. Rossini (3) simply 

used an unsilvered dewar into which the sample and thermometer were 
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placed. 53ie temperature was detemained from a slow warming curve. 

Various substances whose heats of fusion had been accurately deter¬ 

mined were used to calibrate the apparatus for the purpose of deter¬ 

mining heats of transitions. 5he apparatus used by Hirschler and 

Fauleoner (4) is similar to that described by Streiff et al. (5), 

which in turn is a refinement of the apparatus used by Rossini (3). 

She apparatus of the other two investigators (6, 7) differs little 

from that given in reference (5). Glasgow et al. (6) employed a 

cooling curve end Streiff et al. (7 ), a melting curve in getting 

the temperature of fusion. These last investigators (4, 6, 7) "used 

an extrapolation method described by Streiff et al. (5) for deter¬ 

mining the "true freezing point in air.” 5Ms extrapolation method 

is essentially the some as the one used in tills investigation. Tem¬ 

peratures determined in a carefully controlled calorimeter, as in 

this research, should be superior to the dynamic measurements from 

heating or cooling curves. Rossini8s determination of the heat of 

fusion is in agreement with the value from tills research within his 

experimental arror. The origin of idle heat of fusion given in ref¬ 

erence (4) is not clear. 

The literature data on the heats and temperatures of the two 

transitions are compared with those from this investigation in Table 

10. She heats reported by Rossini (3) lie higher and those reported 

by Hirschler and Faulconer (4) lie lower than the heats determined 
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in this research. It is surprising that the temperatures given by 

Rossini for tlie too transitions ora each over throe degrees lower 

than the ones found in this research* The temperatures reported 

by Hirschler and Faulconer are in very good agreement considering 

the behavior of the transitions* They were reported to be determined 

from both heating and cooling curves. 

5* The Entropy 

A Debye function of six degrees of freedom was found to repre¬ 

sent fairly well the four lowest temperature heat capacity determina¬ 

tions* The values of 9 calculated from the first five heat capaci¬ 

ties ere given in Table 12* The value of do 120° K was used to cal¬ 

culate the entropy between 0°K and 20°IC. This entropy contribution 

is not very sensitive to the actual 9 used* 

The heat capacities from 20®K to 293«l6*K were read at cloeely 

spaced intervals from a large scale curve through the expferimental 

points. The entropy due to heat capacity was then ccrapmtpA by numeri¬ 

cal integration using Simpson’s rule. \ 

The absolute calorimetric entropy of the liquid is ..just .the 

sum of these contributions and the three transition entropy • A 

summary of the calculations for lj2,3-trimethylbeassene is giv^n in 

■ V' 
Table 10 along with the final value* } . ■x. 

\ 

V 

■ \\ 
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Hie standard entropy the ccsrpoimd in the ideal gas state at 25° C 

may now be determined from a knowledge of the vapor pressure end 

the heat of vaporisation (hath at 293#l6*K) and a suitable equation 

of state* 

Hie heat of vaporisation at 293.l6aK has been determined by 

Osborne and Ginnings (3) to be 11,72? cal./nolo with a probable maxi¬ 

mum error of 0.1 percent. 

Hie vapor pressure has been determined by a number of investi¬ 

gators (9, 10, 11, 12, 13). Ho quality experimental data in the 

neighborhood of 293*l6°E has been reported. Hie data of Hoplse and 

Sear's (ll) uas for the low pressure region, 0.1 m. - 1.0 am., while 

most of the other data began near 40 am. Hie value (1.49 am*) used 

in this investigation was read from the best straight line through 

all the points displayed on an Antoine type plot (13, p. 200). HrLa 

final best line coincided with that from Forsxatti, Norris, and 

Rossini (12). 

Hie gas imperfection was calculated from the Berthelot equation 

of state which yields the equation, 

%<teal * ®reol ■ 2T 11 ®o^/3S T%0» 

where Sc and Pc are the critical constants. Hie constants used for 

1,2,3-trinethylbenseae (Tc es 657.6°K and Pc » 24,800 mm.) have been 

taken free* reference (14) and, as expected, the entropy contribution 
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frcea imperfection is very small for a gas at so law a pressure. 

Also given in Table 12 is the value* 

s298.l6®X (ideal gas) *» 91*93 - 0.15 eal./deg. mole, 

The increased itncertainty is almost entirely due to the uncertainty 

in the vapor pressure. 

The only comparison that can he made at this time is one with 

the Sg£j3#16©£ value of Taylor et aU (l5)j uhieh tras derived hy an 

approximate statistical method. The value given hy them is 93*50 

cal./deg. mole. A further discussion on this matter may he found 

in the last section on l,3>5-tirimatbylbenzene. 
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Tables and Graph of Data for 1,2,3-Trdmetljylliensene 



1ABIE 1 

THE MOIAL HEAT CAPACITY OF l,2,3-SEOEnBKIBES2BHB 

Temp. 1 9P 
feme. 1 °P 0*r- 

XV cal./deg. mole °K cal./deg. mole 

249.98 47.94 69.57 14.97 
254.89 48.32 70.86 15.21 
261.24 48.84 80*24 16.95 
267.30 49.30 88.67 18.43 

241.87 
96.43 19.65 

41.51 103.80 20.77 

of l(Ba) 
115.52 22.54 

Temp. 125*67 24.03 
242*95 42.41 134.64 25.32 

Temp. of F(Ba) 143.49 26.56 
252.25 48.11 152.87 27.88 

162.61 29.31 
Heat of Il(Ba) 171.94 30.76 

222.73 49.61 181.14 32.34 
226.56 51.48 190.10 34.09 
228.31 52.80 198.75 36.16 
229.69 55.67 206.80 38.67 

Temp. of l(Bb) 214.02 41.96 
Heat of Il(Bb) 

124.12 23.80 221.92 49.39 
132.00 24*94 225.19 50.41 

228.71 54.19 
131.26 24.83 

234.80 40.26 
235.76 40.47 239.53 41,02 

Heat of F(Ba) 
260.34 48.72 Term. of I(Be) 

235.4S 40.27 
250.96 48.06 
256.30 48.47 236.19 40.75 



2ABIID 1 (Concluded) 

Semp. Op 5&3D* CP 
°K cal./deg. mole °K“ cal./deg. mole 

233.50 40.35 215.52 42.70 
240.05 41.12 217.73 49.85 
243.40 41.38 itemp. of II(Ba) 

189.39 33.93 Heat of Il(Bc) 
199.10 36.25 Heat of l(Bb) 
207.40 38.88 

Heat of (I+XI) Heat of Il(Bd) 
Heat of F(Bb) Heat of l(Bc) 

256.61 48.52 
252.83 43.15 

233.75 40.46 258.81 48*62 
237.05 41.14 265.34 41.13 
240.40 41.71 273.21 49.75 
243.56 42.31 280.39 50.32 
246.20 42.91 

255.18 48.27 
234.00 40.54 261.78 48.85 
236.82 41.05 267.85 49.32 
239.56 41.58 281.04 50.36 
242.28 42.08 

Heat of F(Bc) 18.94 2.862 
256.34 48.51 21.39 3.565 

26.53 5.058 
leap. of F(Bb) 31.83 6.504 

36.01 7.629 
222.56 49.39 39.57 8.532 
224.64 49.99 43.83 9.523 
226.76 51.55 48.07 10.535 
228.95 54.38 52.23 11.46 

56.95 12.44 
Heat of l(Ba) 62.30 13.56 

209.96 39.90 288.66 50.91 
215.88 43*97 298.28 51.93 

212.14 40.81 
216.22 43.52 



TABIE 2 

SHE HDLftL HEAT CAPACITY AT ROUHIED TEMPERATURES 

OP l,2,3-TRBOTiHES$2EHE 

Stop. Temp. # % 
*K cal./deg. mole °K cal./deg* mole 

20 3.16 ISO 32.13 
25 4.^3 185 33.06 
30 6*04 190 34.07 
35 7.35 195 35.20 
40 8*62 200 36.51 
45 9.32 205 33.06 
50 10.96 210 39.91 
55 12.04 215 42.70 
60 13.09 
65 14.09 

48.96 70 15.05 220 
75 15.99 225 50.45 
30 16.91 230 56*47 
85 17.79 
90 13.63 

40.71 95 19.43 235 
100 20.20 240 41.65 
105 20.96 245 42.59 
no 21.73 
115 22.46 

47.93 120 23.20 250 
125 23.93 255 48.35 
130 24.65 260 48.73 
135 25.37 255 49.ll 
140 26.07 270 49.49 
145 26.76 275 49.83 
150 27.47 230 50.23 
155 28.13 235 50.65 
160 23.92 290 51.06 
165 29.67 295 51.47 
170 30.45 300 51.89 
175 31.27 



2ABIS 3 

IKE SQPZI2BBZUM ®3EERAHJHES OF THE TRIPES POKiT 

OF 1, 2, 3~TRB5E2lHSEEZBiIE 

Percent in tile high Elapsed time 
temperature phase Minutes 

Temperature 
°K 

Run F(Ba) 

13 360 
28 510 
48 640 
72 1180 

247.710 
247.760 
247.780 

247.790 

Extrapolated value (247.803) 

18 
33 
51 
76 

Run F(Bb) 

120 
270 
400 
640 

247.732 
247.766 
247.781 

247.791 

Extrapolated value (247.809) 

Beat value 247.809 t 0.002 

Impurity calculated from Run F(Ba) 0.022 t 0.002 mole percent 
Impurity calculated from Run F(Bb) 0.022 t 0.002 mole percent 



TABIE 4 

THB EQOIHBRIUM TS-IPERATURES OF TRA1ISI03OH I 

OF l,2,3-®m'E®imEIJ2El4E: 

Percent in the high 
tezaperature phase 

^temperature 

Run I (BE) 

10-12 
30-40 
45-55 
55-65 
65-75 

230.19 
230.26 
230.25 
230.27 
230.30 

(50) (230.27) 

Run I(Bb) 

20-30 
35-45 
60-70 
75-85 

230.23 
230.26 
230.35 
230.36 

(50) (230.30) 

Run l(Bc) 

65-75 230.25 
85-95 230.29 

(50) (230.22) 

Best value 230.27 t 0.06 



SABIS 5 

ms EQUIUBRSUII BSMH2&TURES OF mmsmon 11 

OF 13 2) 3-mi?E2HYIB3SIT2EIIE 

Percent in the high 
temperature phase 

Sun II (Ba) 

21 
46 
69 
92 

216*601 
213.693 
218*717 
218.793 

(50) (218.699) 

Run Il(Aa), EHJ 

30 
60 
92 

218,673 
238.700 
218.776 

(50) (218*690) 

Best value 238,70 t 0.03 



TABES 6 

TEE KQIAL HEATS OP FUSION AT 247.807°K 

OF l,a,3-TBB4ETHY!MZBHE 

No* Temp. interval Heat input8. Jdp ar* Pretraas. 
°K calories calories cal./sample cal./raole 

F(Ba) 239.36 - 254.26 1036.53 337.37 0*71 1957.0 
F(Bb) 241*38 - 254.66 1011.09 313*16 0.88 1954.0 
F(Bc) 243*40 - 253*91 933*28 235*87 1.29 1953*7 

BHJ Determination 

^5 i l
 

F(Aa) 2li-6.92 - 254.05 892.79 175.51 5*81 1956,0 
F(Ab) 245*93 - 251*93 866.65 146*70 2*74 1954.9 

Best value 1955.1 t 2*0 

a* Sample plus sample container 



TABIE 7 

BE MDIAL HEMS OF 2RARSX2XGH I AT 230.S7#K 

OF l#2,3-®BE®mSE2J2EIffi 

Ho* 

I(Ba) 
I(Bb) 
I (Be) 

Teso. interval 
°K 

Het heat input3, 

calories 
/cp ar3 
calories 

m 
cal. /mole 

226.75 - 240.58 432.78 319.64 316.38 
224.45 - 243*76 565.31 449.69 323.32 
227.15 • 236.98 342.95 229.25 317.92 

BHJ Dsteiioinatioa (Recalculated) 

l(Aa) 224*32 “ 233*95 355.66 
l(Ab) 226.49 - 233.71 294.47 
I(Ac) 229.35 - 233.51 213.67 
I(Ad) 229.80 - 231.71 189.17 

237.54 319.52 
175.86 320.85 
96.34 317.38 
70.82 320.14 

Best value 319.3 * 3.0 

a. Sanple plus sample container. 



TABLE 8 

'HIE MQIAL BEATS OF TRAHSITIOH II AT 2l8.70*K 

OF 1,2, 3-TRU4ETUYIBEII2EKE 

Ho. Temp, interval Ret heat inputa /cp d3® 
#K calories calories cal./mole 

II(Ba) 
Il(Bb) 

216.89 - 219.95 135.47 78.77 158.55 
217.56 - 220.24 122.06 66.09 156*49 

II(Be) 215.00 « 223.81 268.01 212.97 153.89 
Il(Bd) 212.64 - 227.23 407.81 352.03 155.98 

BHJ Determination (Recalculated) 

Il(Aa) 213.80 - 223.53 293.87 235.39 
II(Ab) 217.65 - 219.60 106.99 48.44 
II(Ac) 218.53 - 219.99 95.25 36.42 
n(Aa) 218.20 - 220.21 110.06 50.22 

158.19 
158.38 
159.1^ 
161.878 

Best value 157.4 * 3.0 

a. Sample plus sample container. 

to. Given half ■weight in getting the best value because of the 
initial temperature. 



mm 9 
COMPARISON ram OHHER BJVESTIGATQRS OP ms HEASB WD 

OF FUSIOII OP 1,2,3-- umefswa [YIHEKZEHE 

Reference m Team. Impurity 
cal./mole *K mole percent 

Mair (2) 247.69 0.05 

Rossini (3) 2000 ± 50 247.7 

Hirschler (4) 2000 247.76 + Q.15a 0.6 t 0.2 

Glasgow (6) 247.788 t 0.024a 0.20 t 0.04 

Streiff (7) 247.785 t 0.005a 0.010 t 0*022 

0.010 i 0.009 

ffiilo research 1955.1 t 2.0 247.809 t 0.002b 0.011 t 0.002 

0.022 t 0.002 

a* ’’Zero inpurity la air at 1 atci." 

b« "Triple point,” zero impurity. 



TABUS 10 

COMPARISOH WITH OTHER IHVESTIGATOfS OF THE HEATS ARB TEMPERATURES 

OF TRMSITIOH I A!!B TRAKSITIQH II OF 1,2,3-TRH-EEiYIBEIiZEI'JE 

Reference 

Rossini (3) 

Hirschler (h) 

TMs research 

Reference 

Rossini (3) 

Hirschler (4) 

This research 

Transition I 

m 
cal./mole 

3^0 t ho 

200 t 70 

319*3 t 3*0 

Transition II 

AH 
col./mole 

280 i ho 

120 i 60 

157 *h t 3*0 

Temperature 
°K 

227*2 i 1 

230.26 t 0.2 

230.27 t 0.10 

Temperature 
“*K 

215.2 i 2.0 

218.16 t 0.2 

218.70 t 0.03 



TABLE 11 

THE APPARENT DEBYE 6 FOR SIX DEGREES OF FREEDOM 

COMPUTED FROM EXPERB'JSKTAL HEAT CAPACITIES 

OF 1,2,3-TRIMETHHSEIlZEilE 

Temperature, °K Q, °K 

28*94 119.4 

21*39 120.6 

26.53 121.0 

31.63 118*4 

36.01 112.9 

Average* first three values 120.3 

Average, first four values 119.8 

Best value 120 



SABI33 12 

m mm EWSPJT M? 25®C OF 

cal./des* sole 

0 • 2C>% Debye (9 » 120®, oix dsgreee of freedom) 1*260 

20 * 210*?O®K, /cp d la T 33.925 

SmS5. XI, 15T»Vsi3*70 0.720 

218 .t0 - 230.27% /cp d 3a T 2.623 

tais* x, 319.3/230.2? 1.337 

230.2? - 247.809% JCpd2nT 3.043 

FUfiiOO, 1955.1/247.8C9 7.890 

247.809 - ^S.16®K fCpd InT 9.190 

s293.l6*K (liquid) 65.04 £ 0.1 

VcgxnlsatiLon* 12,725/293»lS 39.325 

Gas imperfection (B2i"tIss?lot) 0.001 

CaisQreaion, B la (l*49/?60) -12.389 

s293.l6°K (i^eal gas) 91.93 £ 0.15 



TEMPERATURE, »K 

F i g u r • 4 

1, 2, 3-TR IMETHYLBENZENE 

Large Circlet: This Research 

Smell Circles: Johnson (1) 
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D. 1* 3j 5-MBTSYIESnZEHE 

1* Hiases 

Three different melting points have been observed for this com¬ 

pound. This has led to scene confusion in the literature in the past. 

For tlie purpose of discussing the various phases the following system 

of naming has been adopted: "fusion I” refers to the melting point 

of "solid I" near 223.4°Kj "fusion II” refers to the metastable melt¬ 

ing point of "solid II" near 223»3°hJ and "fusion III” refers to 

the metastable melting point of "solid III” near 221.5°K. (This 

nomenclature differs from that used for 132.s 3-trimathylbensene, which 

has only one observed melting point.) Hirschler and Faulconer (b) 

ware the first to report all three melting points. Mair and Schichtans 

(3) found it necessary to plunge a rod which had been cooled in Ho¬ 

rrid air into the cold liquid to get solid I. It was a bit surprising 

to find that all three phases could be obtained in the isolated sam¬ 

ple container of the calorimeter. 

humorous heating and cooling curves were run on this compound 

in the hope of defining its phase behavior and determining what path 

(or paths) trould best lend itself to determining beat capacities and 

the entropy* That more than one path mi girt be available became ap¬ 

parent during the course of these heating and cooling curves* The 

ecenpound supercooled easily (as much as 10" below fusion III) and 

the liquid invariably froze into solid III. ffiie cooling curve for 
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solid III stoxred a told at about 83°K. Hie succeeding touting curve 

stowed a moderately sharp inflection at about 9ls-°K (indicating a 

narrow region of high heat capacity)? upon cooling this resulting 

phase dam* the cooling curve again indicated a told near 83°K. Hie 

next heating curve through the 9^° region, however, sheared a very 

broad inflection * Repetition of this heating-cooling cycle gave more 

heating curves of this latter fora* Hie told at 03®K and both vari¬ 

eties of holds near 9V5K apparently do not correspond to isottoraal 

transitions* His heat capacity in the latter region is abnormally 

large? it is estimated to be about 110 cal./deg. sole. Freshly frosen 

solid III cooled to 87° K showed no inflection near 9^°^ on the sub¬ 

sequent heating curve. All of these resulting solids usually under¬ 

went an irreversible evolution of heat in the neighborhood of 221° K 

and then melted at 228,4®K. Melting at 221.5°K could be accomplished 

by heating solid III xMch had been cooled only slightly below its 

freezing point. Solid II waa obtained by heating solid III which 

had been cooled to about 170°K. Hiis process was statistical in 

nature as oftimes solid I resulted. A cooling curve followed by 

a heating curve for this process of solid III converting to solid 

II was smooth with no inflections below the fusion regions. If there 

were an evolution of heat near 221°iv> it would probably be mashed 

by the onset of fusion II. Sxe cooling curve on solid II was smooth? 

however, lilse solid III, solid II often transited to solid I at about 



221°K xrith evolution of heat* This spontaneous evolution of heat 

almost eliminates these paths for entropy purposes. Since either 

solid HZ or solid ZZ may he cooled somewhat below their melting 

points without conversion to another phase, one might consider join¬ 

ing heat capacities on the proper phase in this region with those 

from below the anomalous 221°K region* As might be expocte&, how¬ 

ever, heat capacities on these metastable phases were not reproduci¬ 

ble. 

A cooling and heating curve an solid Z showed no anomalies down 

to shout 70°K. A small hump in the heat capacity curve in the region 

55°K to 65°K is discussed in the next; section* 

2. Beat capacities 

Heat capacities were determined over the usual range for the 

liquid and solid I. Before each set of measurements on solid Z was 

made, the sample was held for some time in fusion Z in order to as¬ 

sure complete conversion since this solid usually resulted directly 

from solid ZZZ conversion* Shese data are presented in Table 13 

and are plotted in figure 5. Almost all the determinations lie well 

within the limits of precision presented earlier.' Heat capacities 

at rounded temperatures, as read from a large scale plot of these 

data, are presented in Table 14. Zt has been mentioned that there 

is a small hump in the heat capacity curve near 60®K. She heat capa¬ 

cities in the part of tills region accessible using liquid nitrogen 
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•were reproducible. The entropy contribution of the hump in excess 

over a smooth curve excluding it was about 0.08 col./deg* mole. 

The impurity calculated fro© premelt ins in. the neighborhood of 

fusion I was 0.050 mole percent* 

Regular heat capacity determinations were made over most of the 

temperature range on the solid obtained from cooling solid III. For 

the most part a continuous series was smooth, but these heat capaci¬ 

ties later proved to be irreproduciblej therefor-e, only a semi-quanti- 

tative account will be given. The deviation of these heat capacities 

frcea the corresponding heat capacities for solid I varied from -7 

percent at 25°K, -3 percent at 50° to less than +1 percent over the 

rest of the range up to 200° K, except for the region of the anomaly 

on this phase near 9^°K« 

Several small changes were made in the sample container (princi¬ 

pally in the amount of solder used in sealing) between the 1,2,3- end 

the 1,3,5»t i-lraethylbenzene determinations. The heat capacities of 

the empty sample container were redetermined over the range 65-300®K. 

Below 65®K the correction to idle earlier determination was taken to 

be that due to a shortage of 0.040 grams of 50-50 lead-tin solder. 

3. Temperatures of the Fusions 

The temperature of fusion has been determined for each of the 

three phases which can coexist with the liquid phase. The data for 

fusion I, fusion II, and fusion III are presented in Table 15. Each 
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set wets displayed in the manner already discussed and the "triple 

pc&nt” end "impurity51 tor each were determined. These extrapolated 

temperatures and the estimated accuracies for fusion I. fusion II# 

and fusion IH are 223.424 t 0.004% 223-346 t 0.004% and 

221.462 t 0.004% respectively. The impurity# as calculated frees 

the sharpness of melting point of solid I# is 0.059 £ 0.005 mole per¬ 

cent. This may he compared to 0*050 mole percent from premelting 

and 0.04 i 0.02 mole percent as stated by the suppliers of the sam¬ 

ple. The impurity as calculated from the sharpness of the melting 

point for the metastable fusion II is 0*023 t 0*003 mole percent 

and for the metastable fusion III is 0.032 £ 0.004 mole percent. 

Die limits stated here for the impurities calculated from sharpness 

of melting paint stem directly free the limits to which the sloops on 

tlie inverse fraction melted type plot could be determined. 

4. Heats of the Fusions 

The several determinations of the heats of fusion I are summa¬ 

rised in Table l6. In all cases the solid had been held in the fu¬ 

sion I before cooling down. She best value for the heat of fusion 

I was taken to be the mean of the five determinations and is 

2274.1 t 3.0 cal./mole. Part of the scatter is believed due to ir- 

reprodueibility of the heat capacity near the fusion; the rest prob¬ 

ably arises frees the radiation correction. 

The heats of fusion II and fusion III were also determined. 
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Slnce reproducible heat capacities were not obtained on these solid 

phases, the (nearly equal) heat capacities of the solid I were as¬ 

sumed for the calculation* She premelting heat below the initial 

temperature was estimated using the impurity derived for solid I and the 

appropriate fusion temperature. The heat of fusion II was calculated 

to be 1932 ± 10 cal./raole from a single determination, and the heat 

of fusion III was calculated to be 1392 i 8 cal./mole from two deter¬ 

minations. 

5. Ill ecussion of Results 

Experimental heat capacities on the solid phases have not been 

reported in the literature. Kurbatov (l6) has measured seme liquid 

heat capacities over the range 14 to 155°C and has presented a single 

equation, linear in T, which is said to represent these measured 

values. At 25°C the experimental heat capacity from this research 

is 50.03 cal./deg. mole, while the equation mentioned gives 50.88 

cal./deg. mole. Ho estimate of the accuracy of the latter value 

was available. 

The temperatures and heats of fusion I by other investigators 

are compared with those obtained in this research, in Table 17 • The 

apparatus used by these investigators (2, 31 4, 6, 7) has already 

been discussed briefly. Only one other determination of the heat 

of fusion I has been reported (3), and it is in good agreement tilth 

the findings of this investigation. In each investigation listed, 
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the temperature of fusion I was determined from a melting curve. 

The determination of Glasgow et al. (6) was given as the freezing 

point of the actual sample. 

Comparison of the heats and temperatures of fusion II and of 

fusion III is given in Table 13, The agreement of the heat of each 

fusion with that quoted in the literature is considered satisfactory. 

Each of the temperatures of these two fusions, as well as that of 

fusion I, reported in the previous investigation which had the best 

precision (7) lies about 0.02°K higher than the corresponding tem¬ 

perature found in this investigation. On the other hand, the tempera¬ 

ture determined by Streiff et al. (7) for the freezing point of 1,2,3* 

trimethylbenzene lie 0.032°K lower. It seemed unlikely that this 

behavior could be explained on the basis of whether the atmosphere 

was helium or air, since it is likely that the temperatures of fu¬ 

sion of both compounds would be affected in the same direction. 

6. The Entropy 

A Debye function eight degrees of freedom was found to represent 

the measured heat capacities at the lowest temperatures. The values 

of 9 calculated from the lowest six heat capacities are given in 

Table 19. The best value of © was taken as 126.7°K and was used to 

calculate the entropy between 0°K and 20°K. A six degree of freedom 

Debye function (three for translation and three for rotation) might 

seem more plausible theoretically; however, the eight degree of free- 
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dom function save a scsiewhat better fit to the e:q>2rlmentol heat 

capacities. 

The entropy batmen 20® K and 293.16®K due to heat capacity tas 

computed by numerical integration from a large scale smoothed plot 

of the erxperimental heat capacities* 

These two contributions when added to the entropy of fusion gave 

the absolute calorimetric entropy of the liquid at 223.l6°K. The 

calculations for this result, 

s223.l6°!C (3-i<Iui<3-) » 65.33 t 0.1 cal./deg. mole, 

are summarised in Table 20. 

Also given in Bible 20 is the standard entropy at 2£8.l6°K of 

tee cexpound in the ideal gas state. This result, 

S293.16®K (ideal gas) a 92.09 t 0.15 cal./deg. mole, 

was calculated from the entrqpy of the liquid along with data on 

the heat of vaporisation and vapor pressure at 293.l6°K and tee 

Berthelot equation of state. 

The heat of vaporisation has been given as 11,3^ cal./mole by 

Osborne and Ginnings (8) and tee critical constants (Tc *= 6t2.0°K, 

Pc a 25,230 mm.) for use in the equation of state are taken fraa 

reference (l4). The vapor pressure at 293.16®K ims determined in 

the same manner as before using tee data of a number of investigators 
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(10, 11, 12, 13, 17, 18). She best value was 2.52 ra. which is slightly 

higher than the 2**42 mm. given by the equation of Poraiatti et al. 

(12). 

She ideal gas entropy of 1,3,5-trimethylbensene may be compared 

to the approximate statistical calculation of Pitser and Scott (19) 

and as revised by Saylor et al* (15). These calculated values were 

92.17 and 92.15 cal./deg. mole, respectively, which are in surprising¬ 

ly good agreement vlth the calorimetric value of 92.09 cal./deg. mole 

from this investigation. These statistical calculations are based 

on an analysis of the Raman and infra-red spectra and an estimated 

effect of the three internal rotations based on the known potential 

barriers in the xylenes. Shis estimation should be pretty good be¬ 

cause the methyl groups are widely separated. 

Sis lack of agreement between the calculated value of Taylor 

et al. (15) and the experimental value of 1,2,3-trimethyIbenaene 

(93.50 and 91.98 cal./deg. mole, respectively) is probably due to 

the particularly tight coupling of the adjacent methyl groups, which 

has no precise counterpart in the xylenes. 
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Tables and Graph of Data for 1,3^ ^-^Lffisthylheasene 



TABIE 13 

THE miAL HEAT CAPACITY OF THE STABLE PHASES 

OF 1, 3} 5-TOT-ffiTfflfISENZEKE 

Temp. Temp. 
•K cal./deg. mole •K 

/ cal./deg. mole 

64.11 15.67 230.02 44.35 
70*47 16.66 233.37 44.56 
76*95 17.65 236.97 44.83 
83.82 18.70 238.90 44.95 
90.70 19.65 243.14 45.23 
97.20 . 20.43 

104.11 21.26 224.11 43.99 
113*38 22.34 231.53 44.46 
124.06 23.59 239.03 44.97 
134.64 24.80 246.63 45.55 
145.22 25.95 254.82 46.21 
155.88 27.14 263.23 46.93 

61.95 
272.38 47.75 

15.41 231.13 48.51 
69.82 16.57 
79.74 18,08 179.81 23.76 
90.88 19.67 191.32 31.06 

101.68 20.95 202.26 32.36 
112.63 22.26 210.76 33.34 
124.44 23.63 215.74 33.84 
135.81 24.93 
147.17 26.16 219.52 34.28 
159.53 27*53 223.14 34.66 
172.47 28.93 226.02 35.46 
185.01 30.34 
196.95 31.70 Temp. of Fusion X 
208.20 32.98 
238.93 34.14 65.26 15.83 

Heat of Fusion la 
99.69 20.72 



3EABIE 13 (Concluded) 

Searo. Cp Iteinp. . Cp 
°K cal./deg. mole °K cal./deg. 1 

220.96 34.22 Heat of Fusion Ic 
22k.32 34,26 

Heat of Fusion lb Heat of Fusion Id 

259.85 46.64 60.29 15.20 
266.53 47.19 
272.84 47.71 61,22 15.27 
279.02 48,28 
285.29 48.86 Heat of Fusion le 
290.88 49.38 
297.71 50.03 
304.50 50.41 

227.33 44,19 

17.15 2*686 
19.27 3.509 
21.42 4.305 
23.71 5.174 
26.22 6.037 
29.09 7.123 
32.30 8.262 
35.78 9.345 
40.53 IO.581 
46*58 12.170 
52,47 13.556 
58.40 14.907 
65.01 15.80 
73.30 17,10 
83.03 18.59 
92.35 19.85 



TABLE 14 

THE MOIAL BEAT CAPACITY AT RQUHBSD TEMPERATURES OF 

THE STABLE PHASES OF 1,3,5-TRIMETHYISEIiZEHE 

Tanp. . Op Temp. . Op 
aK cal./deg. mole •K cal./deg. mole 

20 3.77 170 28.67 
25 5*67 175 29.22 
30 7.48 180 29*78 
35 9*09 185 30.34 
40 10.49 190 30.90 
45 11.T7 195 31.48 
50 12.97 200 32.05 
55 14.19 205 32.62 
60 15.16 210 33.18 
65 15.80 215 33.75 
70 16.59 220 34.31 
75 17.37 225 34.86 
80 18.13 
85 18.87 
90 19.55 
95 20.17 230 44.36 

100 20.76 235 44.68 
105 21.36 240 45.04 
no 21.95 245 45.42 
115 22.54 250 45.82 
120 23.12 255 46.23 
125 23.70 260 46.66 
130 24.28 265 47.08 
135 24.84 270 47.51 
140 25.39 275 47.95 
145 25.92 280 48.39 
150 26.48 285 48.84 
155 27.04 290 49.29 
l60 27.58 295 49.74 
165 28.12 300 50.20 



2AEIE 15 

TBE EQUILIBRIUM 2£HE£RA3!(M3 0? SHE SSEE FU3I0KS 

0? 1, 3> 5 -TKC-ETill ISSIEEIIS 

Percent in the high. Gterapez'ature 
tesroerature phase °K 

Fusion. I 

228.342 
228.362 
228.379 
228.392 

(228.424) 

Fusion II 

223.300 
223.315 
223.326 
223.332 

(223.3**6) 

Fusion III 

23 221.392 
38 221.418 
53 221.431 
82 221.443 

Extrapolated value (221.462) 

25 
38 
57 
88 

Extrapolated value 

33 
43 
59 
84 

Extrapolated value 



TABX2 16 

EE MOIAL HEMS OF FUSION I AT 223.424®IC 

OF 1.3.5-m®HHBEEEEHB 

I?o. TCSTP. interval 
®K 

Heat input1 

calories 

la 224.17 - 236.ll 881.34 

lb 217.67 - 237.34 1018.39 

Ic 219.61 - 236.72 972.3B 

Id 222.04 - 233.65 868.1? 

le 218.31 - 236.24 934.68 

Best value 

/Cp dxa 

calories 
Pretrans. 
cal./sample 

m 
cal./mole 

228.01 3.45 2277.6 

363.95 1.33 2274.1 

318.46 1.63 2272.7 

215.07 2.28 2272.8 

330.63 1.42 2273.1 

2274.1 + 3.0 

a. Ssaple plus sample container 



IABIE 17 

COMPARISON WITH QTBBR IIWESTIGATOHS OF THE HEATS am 

TEMPERATURES OF FUSION I OF 1,3,5-TRIMElMIBEIlZEHE 

Refer-ence m Temo. Impurity 
cal./mole °K mole percent 

Hair (2) 223.40 

Rossini (3) 2230 t 60 228.36 

Iiirsehler (4) 228.43 t 0.1?a 0.3 t 0.15 

Glasgow (6) 228.422 0.04 t 0.02 

Streiff (7) 228.440 t O.OIO8, 0.05 t 0.02 

This research 2274.1 t 3.0 223.424 t 0.004'b 
0.059 t 0.005 

a. "Zero impurity in air at 1 atm." 

b. "Triple point," aero impurity. 



TABIE 18 

COMPARISON mm OTHER INVESTIGATORS OF THE HEATS AI© TEMPERATURES 

OF FUSION II Aim FUSION III OF 1,3> 5-TKDETHYIBE8ZEHE 

Reference m 
cal./mole 

Temperature 
°K 

Solid II 

Hirschler (4) 

Streiff (7) 

Rossini (10) 1930 

!3Ms investigation 1932 t 10 

223*34 t 0.15a 

223.370 i 0.020a 

223.37a 

223.346 t 0.00413 

Mair (2) 

Rossini (3) 

Hirschler (4) 

Streiff (7) 

Elio investigation 

Solid HI 

1910 4 50 

1892 t 8 

221.44 

221.46 

221.35 t 0.15a 

221.480 ± 0.020a 

221.4-62 t 0.004^ 

a. "Zero impurity in air at 1 ateu" 

• ^Triple point,” aero impurity* b 



TABLE 19 

SBB APPARENT DEBYE 8 FOR EIGHT B23EEES OF FREEDOM 

COMPUTED FROM 23XH3RXMSMCAL HEAT CAPACITIES 

OF % 5 -TRXI-EOSr/IHEl'TZEI© 

faiaperature, °K 9, °IC 

17.15 126.4 

19.27 126.4 

21.42 127.2 

23.71 127.6 

26.22 127.9 

29.09 127.3 

Average of first three values 126.7 

Average of first four values 126.9 

Best value 126.7 



92ABIE 20 

asm MOIAL EREROFY AT 25°C 0? l,3,5-^S2SHms®ZEHS3 

cal./deg. mole 

0 - 20% Defbye (0 « 225.7°, eight deg. of freedom) 1.467 

20 - 228.424% /Cp dlnE 41.470 

Fusion 2, 2274.1/228.424 9.956 

228.424 - 298.l6°IC /Cp d In T 12.486 

s298.l6°K (3i®ri.d) 65.38 i 

Vaporisation, 11,346/293.16 38.053 

Gas imperfection (Berthelot) 0.002 

Compression, R la (2.52/760) -11.345 

s298.l6°K (ideal gas) 92.09 t 0.15 
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APKSIIPIX 

"BAMmCS* OTBCT20I? FOB SEAT CAPACITIES 

Ho shall show that the xaesa beat capacity of a s&sple* 

c * CD 

liioro is the net energy input (corrected for ell ferns of heat 

Iocs or Gain) and £$* is the not increase in temperature, is given 

with very little error by 

whore ID the gross energy input (os measured electrically) and 

feroace between the initial ’tesroeratmv and the final teEger&ture, 

both extrapolated to the ts&dpoint of the heating interval* 

He will mahe the following assuspfcioasi 

(l) She temperature of the block is changing at a slow, linear rate 
/ 

with tins 

(2) Site energy input to the sample occurs during the tine interval 

fixci t»« S tot » J and the surface taspemturo of the sssplc 

G /\J £§&/£&£ j 

% » a * bt * (3) 

increases linearly during this period* 
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(3) Basins the initial period (before the energy input, fc<-S) and 

the final period (after the eneasy inpat, t > $ ), the rate of change 

of the sarsnie temperature is x^ropoxtioiml to the difference betx?cen 

the bled; sad Gncple tes^erstuees 

ts °( <% 5?) <*0 

Sis constant o( is equal to K/c, t-feerc IC is the Beaton feeafc exchange 

eomtsafc for tlie system (eai*/dsg» see*) and C is the heat capacity 

of the sample (cal»/deg»)* 

Sempeiatnra » Hie temperature of the sample during the initial 

period uill be denoted by 2?x(t), sad during the final period, by 

22(b)« Sq* (k) integrates to 

te"rt 
t 

S3 

0 
(a * bb b/o< ) e (5) 

and therefore, 

Ex(t) « (a 4- bt - b/o< ) -t (Tx(0) ~ a -s- b/o< ) e“°(t (6) 

T2(t) a (a ♦ bt - b/o< ) * (2a<0) r a * b/o<) (7) 

Sic true temperature change due to the energy input is a S?a( $ } « 

Sh ^dii3e idle “corrected" tca^esatura dicnge is dS? » 2a(G5 - 

Tx(0)a Sqs* (6) and (?) may be expanded to yield the relation 



between these too intervals 

p ❖ Q0(S-5* P (c<S)S 
r (S) 

viiera P * %(0) - %(0) « ^ (9) 

(I B 2a - %<0) « 2X(0) (10) 

r « 2a - S2(0) - %(0) - £b/<* (11) 

25aagFsy « iSie energy added bo the sasrple electrically daring 

the heating period (t » - $ to t a 5 ) is Ji. She net heat absorbed 

by tiso s&mlc during this period is £$.* 9 £|I+ Q, ’.tore Q is the 

“radiation” heat and is given by 

a « / ic (% - T ) at (12) 

« 5 K (2a *• 5?g( S ) •» £x(<" S )) 

e $K (q 4- pocS -5- i* (£L~L)^ *fr p 4- **.)• 

Heat Capacity - It is convenient to rewrite eq* (8) as 

a?;* » ^s? (i + y) 

•ttora 

y 
( o( S )c- ^ £ (o{ $ )3 

21 P 3i « * * 

(13) 

(aft) 

(15) 

(16) 
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Sic neon heat capacity 1B 

0 fa ^fe¬ 
es M * Q, 
WCTTy”) %ii + yo-*y)-1 

m (17) 

If ue let Q/C££? « <£ 9 eq. (17) my easily be shewn to reduce 

emetly to 

C (16) 

VG arc interested in determining the Dice of the last factor in eg.* 

(is), i/ii, ii-s,)h 
With tus aid of oq. (l’f)* <£ is given by 

and the difference by 

r -5 
(c< S )2 («S) 

3 

{ 0< S }j' 

(19) 

(SO) 

Eg. (l3) can be written on 

C s (i -l' 
2 4* *»♦ ) 

« i?* (K • 2 S r/60 -}• 
£n*ifr% 

(21) 

(22) 



In gpBaaal, c($ is esaall CKSupafcd to unity 00 this second order 

correction is nagHgibla* St :io largest at M$i temperature (tfcs*e 

K is Sorgo) vital a aasiplo a? small specific heat (such ns the esspty 

esraplo container)* For e:asnplo, at 2tOaK, K w ,027 eal./deg* min* 

FOr the empty container, C e 6*8 cal«/do£* and 2 S t» 10 min* Sae 

additive correction to dH/fS is then 0*0013 cal*/deg» 

2n practice, the two tsnrpomture ejctrs^olatiais ©re perfonsed 

iggerdoally on tbe basis of the first sad second difference© in the 

temperature of the saaple ©3 read at one minute intervals* Usually 

1iie first differences arc ccaictant^ the second differences are always 

small or sero* 
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